Instructions for Distance
Reviewers
Thank you for participating in this review. Your feedback will provide valuable insight that will
help make instruction and assessment better for other teachers and education majors.
Please be aware that we are testing the assignment, not you. So don’t feel bad or flustered if you
don’t understand something - just let us know! It is expected that your review of this material
will take about 30 minutes.
Please complete the following steps:
1. (About 5 minutes) Read through Artifact A: Badge Requirements & Submisison
Form carefully. Use Google Docs comment feature to mark and comment on any
instructions that are confusing to you. This may include words you don’t understand,
wording that is unclear, or anything that makes it difficult to understand what you are to
do to complete the badge. Try to explain the sources of your confusion as clearly as you
can in the comment.
2. (About 20 minutes) In Artifact B: Badge Guide, do the following:
a. Skim the Table of Contents and, again using the Google Docs comment feature
highlight the headings that seem most relevant, valuable, or interesting to you as
an educator. (For these highlights, simply type “!” in the comment box.)
b. Begin reading through the sections of the guide that you identified as most
interesting in step a. If you encounter a video, enter the provided URL into a
browser on your computer or phone (or simply click on the link) and watch it. As
you read/watch, comment on things that are confusing or interesting.
3. (About 5 minutes) When about 5 minutes remain of the session, complete the Learner
Review Survey. You can access the survey at https://goo.gl/7YSba8 and it can be
completed on an any device that can access the Internet.
4. Email enoch.hunsaker@gmail.com to let me know you are done with the review. Also,
include a a mailing address so I can send you the BYU gift card.

